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Imagine a program where you can indulge in your favorite foods--from steak to pasta, and even champagne--and still lose weight easily. Then imagine being able to maintain your new slim shape forever. With this new program, author Judy Mazel has made your dreams a reality. She shows you how to take charge of the foods you eat to achieve a lifestyle eating plan that will keep you off the "fat track" for good.

The secret to your new slimhood rests with Conscious Combining. Refined and expanded from its introduction in Mazel's original book, this technique teaches you how and when to mix different food groups for optimum weight control. You'll also learn the four golden rules of weight management, plus the significance of enzyme interaction in weight loss.

The program now includes a 35-day "Born Again Skinny" diet with recipes for your new food lifestyle. This is a diet many Hollywood stars have embraced. Judy's private client list has included luminaries such as Jack Nicholson, Jodie Foster, Maria Shriver and Engelbert Humperdinck. They, and countless others, found this to be the lifestyle eating plan that changed their shape forever.
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"It isn't what you eat or how much you eat that makes you fat, it is when you eat and what you eat together," announces this follow-up to the smash original Beverly Hills diet plan. In a switch from the original, this updated version gives day-to-day advice and support and a full 35-day menu plan that includes a more balanced diet that includes animal protein (the first 10 days of the original diet included nothing but fruit). There's no portion control or forbidden foods, ergo the book's mantra: "Cheesecake and cheekbones, hamburgers and hipbones." Enthusiastic and encouraging author Judy Mazel dropped from 180 to 108 pounds by following this diet, optimizing the enzymatic action of foods by eating fruits by themselves, by not mixing carbohydrates with proteins or eating carbohydrates after proteins, and by following protein with protein. The many additional rules of this diet may be hard to keep track of, but the guideline that's easy to remember is that champagne goes with everything (however, wine goes with fruit, and other alcoholic beverages should be combined with other carbohydrates). Warning: some of the prescribed fruits--there are mangoes, papayas, pineapples, and apricots galore--will be hard to find out of season for anyone who doesn't live in southern California.
through psychoanalysis to understand why you eat. The ‘why’ isn't important. It doesn't matter. What is important is that you'll never go hungry, nor will you have to give up your favorite foods to have the body you've always longed for, the body that will soon be yours—if you are willing to give up three things: (1) your guilt; (2) your fat; and (3) all of your preconceived ideas, everything you've ever been taught to believe about fat and fattening, diets and dieting, because being thin has nothing to do with what you eat, or how much you eat, but rather when you eat and what foods you eat together.

For the next 35 days you'll experience a way of eating that I first developed for myself, my way of going from 180 pounds to my current 108. It is a way of eating I have taught to millions of readers and hundreds of personal clients—Liza Minelli, Jack Nicholson, Jodie Foster and Maria Shriver, to mention a few. You are going to learn that nothing has to be fattening, not even a piece of pepperoni pizza with extra cheese. You see, it's all in the enzymes.

Let me explain. The human body is activated by enzymes, biological catalysts that appear in the food you eat or are promoted in your body by the food you eat. There are three food groups: (1) proteins; (2) carbohydrates; and (3) fats. Each has its own set of enzymes. A protein enzyme works on proteins, a carbohydrate enzyme works on carbohydrates, and a fat enzyme works on fats. Not only can they not cross over (a protein enzyme can't work on a carbohydrate, a carbohydrate enzyme can't work on a protein), but the presence of one can destroy the effect of the other.

So what does this have to do with your weight? Enzymes break down food so that your body can properly and efficiently digest it. I base my whole technique for eating on the thesis that when food is not properly digested, it turns into excess weight. When you mix too many foods from the different food groups together (the proteins, the carbohydrates, the fats)—your basic balanced meal—you confuse the enzymes and this prompts a weight gain.

This is just a thumbnail sketch. We will go into much more detail as we go along.

On The New Beverly Hills Diet you'll learn to make your enzymes work for you by eating foods together that should go together and counteracting those that don't. This includes all the foods you've been eating and would like to continue eating. You know, all those ‘fattening’ foods. However, the difference will be that you will eat them in certain specific combinations and you'll see how the right combination of foods can trigger astonishing weight loss and weight maintenance. Some of the foods you will be eating may seem foreign to you at first, such as the papayas and mangoes, and some I'm sure will be foods you never thought you'd be able to eat on a weight-loss program (pastas, corn on the cob and baked potatoes with butter, avocados and even desserts).

If you just do what I say and eat what I tell you to eat (believe me, I won't let you go hungry), you'll soon see that a thin, healthy world exists beyond the skinless chicken breast, the dry broiled fish and that ever-familiar ‘diet plate.’ Because this is unlike any diet you've ever been on, this is the last diet you will ever go on. This time you'll get thin and you'll stay thin, no bones about it! Unless, of course, it's those hipbones that are going to emerge from under those mountains of flesh. I'm going to teach you a way of eating that's going to change your life, just as it changed mine and oh-so-many others.

Never again will you have to go to bed hungry, feeling deprived, deprived of all the foods you love or the body you long to have. You can have both—hamburgers and hipbones, cheesecake and cheekbones—all the foods you love and the body you've always dreamed of. In the next five weeks, you are going to eat food, all kinds of food, even the most fattening food. That includes all your favorites, all of those foods that you've always had to break a diet to eat. You'll see that when those foods are properly combined with other foods, not only will you not gain weight, you'll lose weight.
Your initial weight loss is going to be achieved by eating very specific foods in a very specific order. Although most of your meals will be scheduled for the next 35 days, you'll have 21 opportunities to 'go for it,' to eat the foods you love, no matter what they happen to be—fried chicken and mashed potatoes, even apple pie à la mode—and you'll see how you'll lose weight by feeding your body, not by starving it, and how you'll maintain that weight loss the same way. It is food that's going to get you thin and keep you thin . . . not pills, not some chemical powder in a can or prepackaged meals. Just food, glorious food. Life, my soon-to-be-skinny friend, is like a smorgasbord; a world of taste treats and eating experiences. A bite here, a nibble there, sit down for a meal, stop for a snack. Your choices are wide open and the sky's the limit! And, believe me, there is pie in the sky, and you can have your cake and eat it too. Food and eating and the body you've always longed to have are yours for the taking.

It doesn't matter if you travel, go out to dinner every night, have business lunches, love Sunday brunches, eat when you are stressed, depressed, high or low. None of these things will stop you from being the thinnest you've ever wanted to be, not once you've adopted and adapted my exciting and unique way of eating. And as you do, you'll see that the excuses, along with the pounds, will disappear.

It doesn't matter who you are, where you live, what your life is like or how much money you have in the bank. If you are willing to accept that whatever you've been doing, on or off your diet, just isn't working, that you still aren't the weight you want to be no matter how hard you've tried; and if you accept that there is another way, and believe in it, then I promise you, if you just give me 35 days of your life and commit to following my program to the letter, you will not fail! You'll get thin and you'll stay thin, once and for all and forever.

Oh, by the way, from now on you have a new name.
You don't mind if I call you Skinny, do you?
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Users Review

From reader reviews:

John Tillery:

The book The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why must we leave a very important thing like a book The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood? Wide variety you have a different opinion about publication. But one aim which book can give many data for us. It is absolutely right. Right now, try to closer with the book. Knowledge or info that you take for that, you can give for each other; you could share all of these. Book The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood has simple shape however, you know: it has great and massive function for you. You can seem the enormous world by open up and read a e-book. So it is very wonderful.
George Gentry:

This The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood are generally reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The reason why of this The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood can be on the list of great books you must have is usually giving you more than just simple looking at food but feed anyone with information that probably will shock your before knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it almost everywhere and whenever your conditions in the e-book and printed versions. Beside that this The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we know it useful in your day exercise. So, let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Randall Wilmes:

Hey guys, do you want to find a new book to study? Maybe be the book with the headline The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood suitable to you? The book was written by renowned writer in this era. Often the book untitled The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood is a single of several books this everyone read now. This specific book was inspired a lot of people in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know just before. The author explained their concept in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to recognise the core of this reserve. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. So that you can see the represented of the world with this book.

Odelia Dennis:

This The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood is completely new way for you who has fascination to look for some information mainly because it relief your hunger details. Getting deeper onto it getting knowledge more you know or else you who still having tiny amount of digest in reading this The new Beverly Hills diet: The latest weight-loss research that explains a conscious food-combining program for lifelong slimhood can be the light food to suit your needs because the information inside this specific book is easy to get through anyone. These books create itself in the form that is reachable by anyone, yeah I mean in the e-book application form. People who think that in guide form make them feel sleepy even dizzy this e-book is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a e-book especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for you. So, don't miss the idea! Just read this e-book kind for your better life and also knowledge.
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